
VENUE SPACES 
GUIDE



MEETINGS INSPIRED 
BY INNOVATION
Nestled in the heart of Dubai International Financial Centre 
– the Middle East, Africa and South Asia (MEASA) region’s 
leading financial hub – DIFC Academy encompasses multiple 
venues and versatile meeting spaces customised to the 21st 
century needs of academic, professional and corporate 
communities. 

This globally recognised centre of excellence is an 
inspirational destination for continued professional 
development servicing influential organizations and 
educational institutions from around the world. Offering a 
wide-range of distinctive arrangements, state-of-the-art 
facilities and high-tech solutions in a creative, resourceful 
and dynamic environment, DIFC Academy’s venues can 
be booked for business gatherings, conferences, lectures, 
workshops, networking events, product launches and 
various corporate meetings.  

A proficient team of event coordinators specialised in 
organising expert event management services are available 
to deliver exceptional experiences for any function – from 
intimate meetings to grand receptions. DIFC Academy is 
located in DIFC Gate Village 2.
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LECTURE  
THEATRE
The Lecture Theatre, which holds up to 77 people, is the 
second-largest room dedicated to a permanent theatre-
style set-up at DIFC Academy. The room is equipped 
with ultramodern technology that incorporates various 
multimedia features, including translation services and 
smart microphones for question and answer sessions, 
making it the perfect setting for presentations, seminars 
and similar events.

 *All prices are exclusive of VAT
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Location Venue Type Number of Pax Venue Inclusion

Lecture Theatre Theatre Style 77

Projector & 
Screen

Desktop PC
Microphone/s

Remote Clicker
Whiteboard & 

Marker
WiFi



SEMINAR
ROOMS
DIFC Academy offers 19 flexible seminar-styled rooms 
situated across two floors that are designed to cater to small 
meetings, group discussions and conference calls. Each 
room can accommodate eight delegates around conference 
table settings. However, the adaptable configuration and 
functionality of adjoining rooms provide flexible solutions 
and can be combined to create for larger spaces. 

§ Triple-room combinations:
 Rooms 1, 2 and 3 / Rooms 4, 5 and 6

§ Double-room combinations:
 Rooms 8 and 9 / Rooms 10 and 11
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 *All prices are exclusive of VAT



DIFC ACADEMY 

LECTURE
ROOMS
There are three lecture rooms available to hire at DIFC 
Academy that are perfect for lectures, conferences, film 
screenings and receptions. 

On Level 1 are Lecture Rooms 1 and 2. Each can separately 
accommodate up to 25 attendees in a classroom structure, 
or can be conjoined into one space for 50 people. In 
addition, the rooms’ open floor plan and movable furniture 
allow for a theatre or any other kind of flexible arrangement. 

On Level 2 is another lecture room comprising 44 seats in a 
theatre set-up that includes a projector and screen.
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 *All prices are exclusive of VAT

Location Venue Type Number of Pax Venue Inclusion

Lecture Room 1 Classroom, 
Theatre Style, 

U-Shape, 
Freestyle

25

Projector & 
Screen

Desktop PC
Microphone/s

Remote Clicker
Whiteboard & 

Marker
WiFi

Lecture Room 2

Lecture Room Theatre Style 44



THE
AUDITORIUMS
The two auditorium facilities at DIFC Academy are the ideal 
venues for large and major theatre-style events. Auditorium 
1 is the biggest soundproof room at DIFC, and boasts a 
permanent arrangement of tables and chairs that can 
accommodate up to 83 persons. Auditorium 2 houses up to 
58 people and also features the very best in presentation 
technology. 

Location Venue Type Number of Pax Venue Inclusion

Auditorium 1 Theatre Style 83
Projector & Screen

Desktop PC
Microphone/s

Remote Clicker
Whiteboard & 

Marker 
WiFi

Auditorium 2 Theatre Style 58
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 *All prices are exclusive of VAT



BESPOKE
SERVICE
DIFC’s professional in-house teams of event coordinators 
and audio-visual specialists can cover all the support 
necessary to make an event successful, starting with 
facilitating a smooth set-up to advising on other matters 
such as choice of venue, multimedia equipment, catering 
and accommodation.  

The Academy’s strategic location makes it accessible 
to five-star hotels nearby and the best selection of 
restaurants and other high-end retail establishments 
within the DIFC area. All spaces and meeting rooms 
are equipped with complimentary high-speed wi-fi 
connection; while onsite prayer rooms for men and 
women are easily accessible.
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ADDITIONAL
SERVICES 
• Audio-visual expertise
• Soft Services
• Conference Phone * 
• Catering * 
• Parking * 

* Additional costs may apply to these services.
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For further details, please visit 
difc.ae/academy-venues or 
contact us on 
T: +971 4 401 9324
E: difc.academy@difc.ae


